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(54) HEAT EXCHANGER WITH SLIDING APERTURE VALVE

(57) An apparatus is provided. The apparatus in-
cludes a heat exchanger providing heat transfer between
a first medium and a second medium. The apparatus
also includes a movable aperture integrated onto a face
of the heat exchanger and regulating a flow of the first
medium based on a position of the movable aperture.
The apparatus further includes an actuator controlling
the position of the movable aperture.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Conventional commercial aircraft use tradition-
al air-cooled oil cooler (ACOC) and/or fuel-cooled oil
cooler (FCOC) heat exchangers to extract thermal ener-
gy out of hot lubrication oil used for engine main bearings
and other mechanically driven accessory drive compo-
nents to maintain the lubrication oil within its optimal op-
erational temperature limits.
[0002] In some cases, it can be desirable to reduce the
flow of (or shut off completely) oil or air to the traditional
ACOC heat exchanger. Similarly, it can be desirable to
reduce the flow of (or shut off completely) oil or fuel to
the traditional FCOC heat exchanger. A reduction oper-
ation or shut off operation can be carried out with a large
butterfly valve and an actuator for air (in the traditional
ACOC heat exchanger) or a large oil valve for oil flow (in
the traditional FCOC heat exchanger). However, the
large butterfly valve and the actuator add weight, size,
and cost penalties to the traditional ACOC and/or FCOC
heat exchangers of the convention commercial aircraft.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

[0003] Disclosed is an apparatus according to one or
more embodiments. The apparatus includes a heat ex-
changer providing heat transfer between a first medium
and a second medium. The apparatus also includes a
movable aperture integrated onto a face of the heat ex-
changer and regulating a flow of the first medium based
on a position of the movable aperture. The apparatus
further includes an actuator controlling the position of the
movable aperture.
[0004] According to another embodiment or the appa-
ratus embodiment above, the heat exchanger can be a
compact plate-fin heat exchanger.
[0005] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the heat exchanger can
comprise one or more roller bearings mounted behind
the movable aperture to minimize friction and associated
movement force.
[0006] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the movable aperture
can comprise a short stroke sliding aperture valve.
[0007] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the actuator can com-
prise a short stroke linear actuator.
[0008] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the position of the mov-
able aperture can be switched between an open position
and a closed position by the short stroke actuator.
[0009] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the actuator can com-
prise a torque motor servo.
[0010] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the position of the mov-

able aperture can be modulated across a range of 100%
open to 0% flow by the torque motor servo.
[0011] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the first medium can
comprise air or fuel flowing in a first direction across a
first set of fins at a variable cooling.
[0012] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the second medium can
comprise lubrication oil.
[0013] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the actuator can control
the position of the moving aperture based on predictive
inputs from a full authority digital engine controller
(FADEC).
[0014] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, the actuator can control
the position of the moving aperture based on predictive
inputs from an electronic engine controller (EEC).
[0015] According to another embodiment or any of the
apparatus embodiments above, a plurality of actuators
comprising the actuator can control positions of a plurality
of apertures comprising the movable aperture.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] The following descriptions should not be con-
sidered limiting in any way. With reference to the accom-
panying drawings, like elements are numbered alike:

FIG. 1 depicts a heat exchanger with sliding aperture
valve in accordance with one or more embodiments;

FIG. 2 depicts operational stages of a heat exchang-
er with sliding aperture valve in accordance with one
or more embodiments; and

FIG. 3 depicts operational stages of a heat exchang-
er with sliding aperture valve in accordance with one
or more embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] A detailed description of one or more embodi-
ments of the disclosed apparatus and method are pre-
sented herein by way of exemplification and not limitation
with reference to the Figures.
[0018] One or more embodiments herein disclose a
heat exchanger with sliding aperture valve and a method
of operating. The heat exchanger with sliding aperture
valve provides a compact, lightweight, low cost appara-
tus with high performance and high efficiency that imple-
ments reduction and/or shut off operations of flow media.
Thus, the technical effects and benefits of the heat ex-
changer with sliding aperture valve and the method of
operating include eliminating additional components,
plumbing, and mounting associated with the traditional
ACOC and/or FCOC heat exchangers while providing a
dynamically adjustable flow rates for air and/or oil or fuel.
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[0019] FIG. 1 depicts a heat exchanger with sliding ap-
erture valve in accordance with one or more embodi-
ments. The heat exchanger with sliding aperture valve
comprises a compact plate-fin heat exchanger 101, a
movable aperture 103, and an actuator 105. In general,
the movable aperture 103 can be integrated on a face of
the compact plate-fin heat exchanger (integrated on a
face of a heat exchanger core) and a position of the mov-
able aperture 101 can be controlled via the actuator 105.
For ease of explanation, the movable aperture 103 and
the actuator 105 are shown in FIG. 1 as detached from
the compact plate-fin heat exchanger 101.
[0020] The compact plate-fin heat exchanger 101 is an
apparatus built for efficient heat transfer from one medi-
um to another (e.g., between the first and second media).
Examples of heat exchangers also include plate-fin,
plate, plate and shell, double pipe, shell and tube, adia-
batic wheel, pillow plate, and fluid heat exchangers.
[0021] ). The compact plate-fin heat exchanger 101
comprises a first set of fins enabling a flow of a first me-
dium in a first direction 112 and a second set of fins en-
abling a flow of a second medium in a second direction
114. The compact plate-fin heat exchanger 101 compris-
es one or more roller bearings 116. The one or more
roller bearings 116 can be mounted behind the movable
aperture 103 (e.g., the sliding aperture valve) to re-
duce/minimize friction and associated movement force.
[0022] The movable aperture 103 can be a sliding pan-
el that can cover (be integrated on a face of) either the
first or second set of fins to regulate and/or stop the cor-
responding flows of media in the first direction or second
direction 112 and 114. The movable aperture 103 (sliding
panel) comprises flow windows/cut-outs that move up
and down with the movable aperture 103 to modulate
between one or more of a no-flow condition, a low-flow
condition, and a high-flow condition. The movable aper-
ture 103 can comprise any light-weight material, either
metal or composite, in accordance with an expected max-
imum flow temperatures in the compact plate-fin heat
exchanger 101. Although rectangular windows are
shown in FIG. 1, one or more geometric shapes (regular
or irregular) can be selected for the windows/cut-outs of
the movable aperture 103. Note that a geometry and size
of the compact plate-fin heat exchanger 101, as well as
core operation, can be utilized to dictate a geometry se-
lection of the windows/cut-outs. Note, also, that the mov-
able aperture 103 can be applied to all types of heat ex-
changers including fuel, oil and air).
[0023] The actuator 105 can be any device for control-
ling the position of the movable aperture 103. Examples
of the actuator 105 include a short stroke linear actuator,
electric actuator, hydraulic actuator, fueldraulic actuator,
etc. An electric motor or a torque motor servo can also
be utilized to modulate the movable aperture 103. Note
that when the movable aperture 103 is mounted on the
one or more roller bearings 116 to reduce a friction load,
the required forces on the solenoid/torque motor servo
are minimized.

[0024] In a non-limiting embodiment, the movable ap-
erture 103 comprises a short stroke sliding aperture valve
132 controlled by a short stroke linear actuator 138. The
short stroke sliding aperture valve 132 comprises a com-
pact piston 134 supported by a spring 136 at one end
and receiving control pressurized flow acting on the pis-
ton face opposite the spring’s upward movement. For
instance, a light-weight dual-position solenoid (for a two
position movement) can be utilized as the short stroke
linear actuator for a Boolean on-off operation (as de-
scried with respect to FIG. 2) or a servo valve can mod-
ulate to any position from open to close (as descried with
respect to FIG. 3). Also, the actuator 105 can implement
a proportional position operation to modulate to any po-
sition (from open to close). In this way, continuing with
the ACOC and/or FCOC examples above, air or fuel flows
in the first direction 112 across the first set of fins when
the short stroke actuator has placed the short stroke slid-
ing aperture valve 132 in an OFF or open position. Fur-
ther, the air or the fuel does not flow in the first direction
112 across the first set of fins when the short stroke ac-
tuator has placed the short stroke sliding aperture valve
in an ON or closed position. Note that, due to the short
stoke, the heat exchanger with sliding aperture valve as
a whole can be smaller and lighter than the traditional
ACOC and/or FCOC heat exchangers.
[0025] Turning now to FIG. 2, a set of operational stag-
es A, B, and C of a heat exchanger with sliding aperture
valve 200 is depicted in accordance with one or more
embodiments. The operational stages A, B, and C cor-
respond to operations of torque motor servo 212 being
utilized to modulate the sliding aperture valve. The op-
erational stages A, B, C enable the heat exchanger with
sliding aperture valve 200 to address de-congealing or
icing by regulating and/or shutting off a first medium to
achieve a right heat balance between the first and second
media.
[0026] Further, continuing with the ACOC and/or
FCOC examples above, air or fuel flows in a first direction
214 across a first set of fins at a variable cooling. The
cooling is variable based on the torque motor servo 212
controlling a position of a sliding aperture valve 216 on
the face of the first set of fins. The variable cooling is, in
turn, a function of the position of the sliding aperture valve
216, which directly regulates a final air temperature of
lubrication oil (e.g., flowing across a second set of fins in
a second direction 218). Note that a modulation of heat
transfer between the air or fuel flows and lubrication oil
to manage icing can also be managed by adjusting the
moving aperture 103 (shown in FIG. 1) based on predic-
tive input from a full authority digital engine controller
(FADEC) and/or an electronic engine controller (EEC) or
similar microcontroller, which monitors environmental
and/or fluid conditions with sensors (e.g., positions of ap-
erture can be integrated with an engine’s FADEC/EEC
for optimum thermal load controls and minimal fuel burn).
[0027] As shown in FIG. 2, the first operational stage
A of the heat exchanger with sliding aperture valve 200
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comprises when the sliding aperture valve 216 is deac-
tivated, thereby exposing all fins to the air or fuel flows.
That is, the sliding aperture valve 216 is in a "100% open"
position.
[0028] The second operational stage B of the heat ex-
changer with sliding aperture valve 200 comprises when
the sliding aperture valve 216 is in an intermediate posi-
tion, thereby partially exposing all fins to the air or fuel
flows. That is, the sliding aperture valve 216 can be set
to a position along a range of less than "100% open" to
"0% flow."
[0029] The third first operational stage C of the heat
exchanger with sliding aperture valve 200 comprises
when the sliding aperture valve 216 is activated, thereby
blocking all fins from the air or fuel flows. That is, the
sliding aperture valve 216 is in a "0% flow" position.
[0030] Turning now to FIG. 3, a set of operational stag-
es A, B, C, D, and E of a heat exchanger with sliding
aperture valve 300 is depicted in accordance with one or
more embodiments. The set of operational stages A, B,
C, D, and E correspond to operations of a plurality of
actuators controlling a plurality of moving apertures.
[0031] For example, the first operational stage A of the
heat exchanger with sliding aperture valve 300 compris-
es when the plurality of moving apertures is deactivated,
thereby exposing all fins to the air or fuel flows. That is,
the plurality of moving apertures is in a "100% open" po-
sition.
[0032] The second operational stage B of the heat ex-
changer with sliding aperture valve 300 comprises when
a first subset of the plurality of moving apertures is in an
intermediate position (set to a position along a range of
less than "100% open" to "0% flow" by a corresponding
subset of the plurality of actuators), while a second subset
of the plurality of moving apertures is deactivated. Thus,
the fins are partially exposed to the air or fuel flows.
[0033] The second operational stage C of the heat ex-
changer with sliding aperture valve 300 comprises when
the first subset of the plurality of moving apertures is ac-
tivated, while a second subset of the plurality of moving
apertures is deactivated. Thus, the fins are less exposed
to the air or fuel flows than in the second operational
stage B.
[0034] The second operational stage D of the heat ex-
changer with sliding aperture valve 300 comprises when
the first subset of the plurality of moving apertures is ac-
tivated, while a second subset of the plurality of moving
apertures is in an intermediate position (set to a position
along a range of less than "100% open" to "0% flow" by
a corresponding subset of the plurality of actuators).
Thus, the fins are less exposed to the air or fuel flows
than in the second operational stage C.
[0035] The first operational stage E of the heat ex-
changer with sliding aperture valve 300 comprises when
the plurality of moving apertures is activated, thereby
blocking all fins to the air or fuel flows. That is, the plurality
of moving apertures is in a "0% flow" position.
[0036] The technical effects and benefits of the em-

bodiment herein include utilizing advanced additive man-
ufacturing to produce described movable apertures,
which enables a high level of customization to each spe-
cific heat exchanges application while increasing the
speed of prototype-to-product delivery and minimizing
wasteful processes. In addition, utilizing advanced addi-
tive manufacturing enables each movable aperture to in-
clude same size windows, same geometry windows
and/or a mix of variously shaped and sized windows (e.g.,
permits specific customization to unique heat exchanger
core application and desired performances). Additional
technical effects and benefits of embodiments herein in-
clude, producing smaller more integrated heat exchang-
er core and control valve operations, providing opera-
tional flexibility of heat exchanger cores (e.g., enabling
a "one size fits all" approach), and alignment with electric
aircraft architecture (e.g., movable aperture can utilize
electrically controlled position solenoid or motor servo).
[0037] The term "about" is intended to include the de-
gree of error associated with measurement of the partic-
ular quantity based upon the equipment available at the
time of filing the application. For example, "about" can
include a range of 6 8% or 5%, or 2% of a given value.
[0038] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tended to be limiting of the present disclosure. As used
herein, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended
to include the plural forms as well, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood
that the terms "comprises" and/or "comprising," when
used in this specification, specify the presence of stated
features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or
components, but do not preclude the presence or addi-
tion of one or more other features, integers, steps, oper-
ations, element components, and/or groups thereof.
[0039] While the present disclosure has been de-
scribed with reference to an exemplary embodiment or
embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the
art that various changes may be made and equivalents
may be substituted for elements thereof without depart-
ing from the scope of the present disclosure. In addition,
many modifications may be made to adapt a particular
situation or material to the teachings of the present dis-
closure without departing from the essential scope there-
of. Therefore, it is intended that the present disclosure
not be limited to the particular embodiment disclosed as
the best mode contemplated for carrying out this present
disclosure, but that the present disclosure will include all
embodiments falling within the scope of the claims.

Claims

1. An apparatus comprising:

a heat exchanger (10) providing heat transfer
between a first medium and a second medium;
a movable aperture (103) integrated onto a face
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of the heat exchanger and regulating a flow of
the first medium based on a position of the mov-
able aperture; and
an actuator (105) controlling the position of the
movable aperture.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the heat exchang-
er (101) is a compact plate-fin heat exchanger.

3. The apparatus of claim 1 or 2, wherein the heat ex-
changer (101) comprises one or more roller bearings
mounted behind the movable aperture to minimize
friction and associated movement force.

4. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the
movable aperture (103) comprises a short stroke
sliding aperture valve.

5. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the
actuator (105) comprises a short stroke linear actu-
ator.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the position of the
movable aperture (103) is switched between an open
position and a closed position.

7. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the
actuator (105) comprises a torque motor servo.

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the position of the
movable aperture (103) is modulated across a range
of 100% open to 0% flow by the torque motor servo.

9. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the
first medium comprises air or fuel flowing in a first
direction across a first set of fins at a variable cooling.

10. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the
second medium comprises lubrication oil.

11. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the
actuator (105) controls the position of the moving
aperture (103) based on predictive inputs from a full
authority digital engine controller (FADEC).

12. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the
actuator (105) controls the position of the moving
aperture (103) based on predictive inputs from an
electronic engine controller (EEC).

13. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein a
plurality of actuators (105) comprising the actuator
(105) controls positions of a plurality of apertures
comprising the movable aperture (103).
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